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Expect National
Press To Cover
Vietnam Rally

i

The Public Mairs Forum
of Falrfleld will sponsor an
•_ evening of "Reaffirmation in
November 10, 1965 Support of the U. S. Commitments in Viet Nam" on Vet-

.kl'~!Y~,~~IIY~;'L··, "'_""""''''"'''.,,'''_
Vo1.17No.8

Authorities Seek Grad
In Draft Card Burning
Uston and Clay were battling
for the world championship on
the evening of Feb. 25, 1965,
when a mild mannered FaIr-

field graduate addressed a small
gathering in Canislus Hall.
"Capitalism is intrinsically
evil", he told the group, "because It is selling things to
people because they need them."
TIM! Managing Editor of the
eatbolle Worker, Mr. Thomas
ComeD was one of five pacifists who pub lie I y burned
their draft cards at New York

jumping" escapade of several
years ago. At that time he also
stressed his desire for gradual
but total disarmament, stating
that he was in favor of a unilateral system.
As a result of last Saturday's
occurence Mr. Cornell faces a
penalty of up to five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine for
disobeying recent federal legislalion prohibiting the destruction or mutilation of seleclive
service cards.

Conscl_ious Objector

City's Union Square Park last
Saturday. A crowd of 2,000 on-

lookers witnessed the burning.
Ill'. CorDell, a graduate 01
FaIrIeld Pnlp aad the Unlver8l·
ty. r-Ided
hb parents in
TrumbuU wbUe attending Fair8e1d. He presently resides at
115 CbrisUe Street In New

wi"

York City.

5lIbmarlne Jumper
In his Fairlleld appearance
of several years ago Mr. Cornell
traced the history of the CatholkJ Worker and told of his experiences leading pickets and
marches. He also remarked of
his recognition as a leader in
the New London "submarine

An FBI spokesman in New
York said Saturday that the
decision as to when the five
would be arrested would come
from the Justice Department in
Wnshi:lf{ton.
Although
the
spokesman
noted that no arrest was imminent, several agents on the
scene remarked that immediate
arrests were not being made Lo
prevent the five from becoming
"martyrs" in the eyes of their
sympathizers.
A Justice Department source
furlher noted that the men's
ur;Jft status would probably be
considered before any decision
to prosecute is made. James

erans' Day, Nov. 11, 1965. Using
the quote for the evening, taken
from Edmund Burke: "All that
is necessary for the triumph
of evil, is that good men do
nothing," the Public Mairs
Forum hopes that this rally
will show those committed to
the tIght in Viet Nam, that
there are some who support
them. Furthermore, it will try
to ease some of the political
criticism of certain members
of various communities.

NOII.PCRtlsan

W;,~Oll

Is the only one of the
Ike cllgible to be drafted. Mr.
Cornell is classified as a conscienlious objector.
Union SquaJ'6 Park haa lUI
Rgt' old reputation for leftist
acti\'lty,
Recently
however,
right wlng "soap box oraton"
113\'0 made

Jnroads Into the

park's lSl'Cred tradition. ConaequenUy, poUce protection was
heavy for the altemOOD demonstrations.
During the course of the
short protest a counter demonstrator. Donald Carrol of New
York City, sprayed the card
burners with a portable fire extinguisher. He was quickly
hustled away by New York City
police and later arrested on
disorderly conduct charges.
Other counter demonstrators
heckled the five with verbal
shouts of "Burn yourself instead of the cards". and "Drop
dead Red".
Mr. Cornell's action comes at
a rather pertinent time for
Fairficld University. Several
Fairfield and Bridgeport University professors are scheduled
to speak in behalf of the present
U.S. position in Viet Nam Ilt a
rally in Gonzaga AutlHnri'lm
tomorrow evening

With all the political parties
to be represented in this nonpartisan rally, speakers who
are seasoned in the field of
foreign affairs have been selected. These include Dr. J. Van
del' Kroef, Chainnan of the
Political Science Dept., University of Bridgeport; Dr. John
' t ory ••
f 0 f H .IS
.....d
N orman, P ro.
Government, Fairfield U.: Carmen F. Donnaruma, Prof. of
HIstory and Government, Fairfield U.
The Master of Ceremonies
wlJl be Dr. Donald Ross, Blology Dept., Fairfield U.; the Invocation will be given by the

"00 the prefects insist on the
letter of the law while Ignoring 1

fiow crowd, provisions are being
made for the program to be carried outside Gonzaga Auditorium. No apathy Is to be expected from the student body
or the faculty here. The rally
will receive nationwide publicity
b~' the A.P. and U.P.I. All local
veterans' groups have been invited to make this their honor
for Veterans' Day. Cooperation
:.~ ~....,.th.............ing frorr: the Amer-

the spirit of the regulation?"
was the hypothetical question
ra1sed by Don King, defense
attorney.
The latter issue constituted
the &reused's primary defense,

A mock student court ISCSldon in Gon7.llga Auditorium durin£" the :Io'ather and Son
"·eekend. I\t which the conc~pts of "In loco parentis." lUId spirit and letter of the law
wero considered.
...:.-.:...

that while he may have techni- lower the radio and close the
cally been guilty of insubordrn- door when the lay prefect 01'aUon, the defendant always dered him to turn it off. Howacted within the "spirit" of the ever, both juries, father and
law.
son, did find the defendant
This he did by offering to I guilty, although no punishment

The U_Up
According to Matt Lyons, the
rally chainnan. the program
will progress as follows: 1) a
motorcade will leave at 4:45
p.m. from in front of Regis
Hall and wiU procede through
the town and tenninate in front
of Gonzaga Auditorium; 2) the
Fairfield Fife and Drum Corps
will parade on the campus
grounds; 3) the gun salute
given by the Honor Guard; 4)
the invocation by Fr. Hohmann,
S.J.; 5) Introductory remarks
by Dr. Ross: 6) the main speakers: 7) a question and answer
period in which the audience is
asked to participate: 8) the conelusion of the rally with a short
number by the Falrfleld Fife
and Drum Corps. After the raIIy, there will be an area set
aside in Gonzaga Auditorium
where people may make donations to the U.S.O. for the men
in Viet Nam. All students who
have cars on campus are asked
to participate In the motoreade

Rev, hW;Chlliro:n HOhm,ann , ~·Jh·'
and t e
airman or th e rug t
will be Mr. Matthew Lyons, and should be lined up by no
leader of a political organiza- later than 4:45 p.m.
tion at Fairfteld U.
Since this rally will be the
Because of the expected overContlDuecI 08 PAGE I

Fr.-Son Exceeds All ,Expectations'
"Successful even beyond our
expectations" was the way Fr.
George Mahan described the
recent Father-Son Weekend, attended by more than 450 fathers
and sons.
One of the main highlights of
the program was the mock Student Court trial, held Saturday
afternoon In Gonzaga AUditorium
Two moot topics were aroused, both encouraging discussIon between the two generations:
"Is the. administration empowered to act 'in loco parentis'!:'. queried' 'Frank Cunnlngham, prosecutor.

lean Legion, and also by the
Fairfield Fife and Drum Corps,
who will provide both a Revolutionary Color Guard and a
salute from Revolutionary muskets.

:-

_

was suggested.
Before and after the trial
explanalions were given by
Chief Justice William Garland
of the purpose of the court and
Continued on PAGE ,.

1----------------------'69 Elections

The Primary Elections for
Freshman class officers and oncampus representatives for the
Student Legislature will be h'!ld
tomorrow.
Polling stations will be located on the first floor of Campion Hall near the Mail Room
for the on-campus students only
and the ground floor of CaniBlus
opposite the Library for dayhops and off-campus students.
Voters will be required to show
identification.
Only on-campus students may
vote for the representatives, but
all may vote for the class officers. Following are the candidates for class orrices.
Nominated for President are
Marc Baldwin, James Barrett,
William Blovin, Garrett Kirwin,
Brian Moran. James Smith and
Vitold Stronski. For Vice President are C. M. Keneflck, Robert
McOonald and Farouk Younes.
Running for Treasurer are
Albert Abed, Domenic CusJmano, Anthony Hartigan, Patrick King, John Mara, Joseph
Pajor and Bud St.Onge. For
Secretary are James Critchley,
Kevin Sullivan, Edward Sutton
and Nella Trevisan.
Nominees for the seven oncampus representatives are
Charles Angelo, Richard Berashski, Thomas Colucd, Thomas
Conlin. Peter Daniels, Thomas
Moylan, John Mullen, WIlUam
Perry, Michael Pozzetta, and
Gerald Salomone.

Proposition Number 12
"BriT ~£NrL£MclV.
WE 00 HAVE ....OIU<
TO A-CCOMPLISH!"

-t)hil. the Stud&nt
...

~1.

F1~'

Le-Ial..tup& SI.,.....
.~

r-£J~q" .~~

(LEG-ISLATURE IN SESSION

>

Letters To The Editor
Plagued by Confusion
To the Editor:
Help ...
I seek the aid ot "one small voice"
to Ult the veil of confusion and contradiction.
As the reader may remember, we
last heard F. J. C. speaking of the
plague ridden city of Oran.
In this criticism he tells of "six
ordinary people, who are not ordinary
people" - a priest. a doctor, a journalist, a criminal, a minor government
official and a Spanish dancer.
Since our critic St'Cms to be in doubt
as to what should be considered ordinary, let me do what Uttle I can to
shed some light on the situation. Some
synonyms for ordinary are usual, famlliar or unexceptionable. In dealing
with each-one of the characters mentioned we find a personification of
ce~ specific and definite traits
which inhere collectively In almost
every individual. In other words, it
is from this very famlUarlty that the
story derives its ptimary interest
After all It's not every day we see ourselves portrayed in print.

Nota Dancer

Confusion and contradiction once
again takes command of the situation.
I merely want to state, as a point of
InConnatlon, and in the way of clarification, the character Tarrou, who is
referred to over and over again as a
Spanish dancer, was in Albert Camus'
The Plague not a Spanish dancer. but
a man with little concern for the
world about him - and although he
later changes his view of the world,
he never takes up dancing lessons.
In reference to the priest. Fr. Pane-laux, I quote F. J. C. as tollows; He
defies the absurd (which In this case
Is the plague) and gives himself to
thIs new god. He dies without putting
up a fight. ''To this I only can say,
it defiance means total surrender, I
have been under a misapprehension and
50 has Fr. Paneloux; for It is not by
defying the plague that he gave himself up to this new god, but by submitting "without putting up a fight."
F. J. C. concludes his tribute to contusion by saying: "From a literary
point of view The Plarue may well be
a masterpiece. Its style is virtually
flawless, and the allegorical meaning
Continued 00 PAGE 6
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Are You Crazy?
To the Editor:
Attention: W. J. B.
"Suspenseful and timely in this age

The agenda for tomorrow
n i g h t 's Student Legislature
meeting contains a proposal of
interest to the STAG.
Proposition number 12, "that
a publication be established by
the Student Government for the
publishing of special editorials
of faculty and students", is a
wonderful idea.
Recent criticism of the STAG
points up the ob\'ious need for
a second communications media
on campus dedicated expresslr
to the "publishing of special editorials of faculty and students".
Of course, the motion will undoubtedly be referred to its
proper committee, where. all
matters pertaining to the pnnting of such a publication will be
carefully examined and scrutinized.
One committee member will
determine how many students
are available to edit the publication and perhaps enquire .i~to
the administration's posItion
with regard to faculty editorials.
Another will reseach diligently
into the costs of production and
yet another might carefu!ly ~x
amine the need for a publication
through which student and faculty views may be aired. Still
others will solicit the opinion of
professional journalists and seek
suggestions from them as to the
best way to set up the publication.

of push-button warfare, 'The Bedford

After carefully compiling the

Incident' is a film to shake complacent

l'esults of their examination, in
true committee form, the committee will then, well prepared,
appear before the body whole
and make its recommendation.
The committee having now
presented all the arguments for
~oH-l

cobwebs fro m escapist American
minds."
Who are you kidding,?
Sincerely.

*~

.• ~

Denal.8 Brett
Gcorce Greeley

and against commencing the
publication, will have given ita
fellow legislators a firm D~
upon which it can make an Intelligent decision.

Pra's'" c.'s
Whereupon, enthusiastic debate will ensue among the body
whole regarding the practicality
of commencing such an operation. Contrasting views will fly
from the floor. Intelligent discussion of the committee's findings will further clarify the motion in the minds of all legisla·
tors. The student leaders of the
19natian Bulletin, New Frontiers, and the STAG, having been
invited by the Committee Chairman to describe the technical
and manpower problems involved in publication, will then
address the assemblage and
later answer questions pertaining to the feasibility of beginning the new publication. Discussion and debate will then
continue to the point where
clear objectives and a well organized method of operation
have been established.
Debate and discussion havinll
ceased, and all legislators having been duly infonned of the
entire situation surrounding th~
establishment of the ne"" campus publication, the chainnan of
the assembly will then move the
question.
Judgement will be passed by
the legislat(lrs. Each student will
sleep well that night confident
that his Student Legislature has
made another typically well informed decision.
The STAG wholeheartedly endorses proposition Numher 12.

Southern Justice

This past summer the Mississi- Amendment;
ppi State Legislature passed a
- It distinguishes the childlaw that requires all public ren from others who receive a
school pupils whose parents are free public education on the
not residents of the State of basis of a situation over which
Mississippi to pay a tuition fee the children have no control;
of $360.75.
- It thus becomes arbitrary
Because of the low wages class legislation directed against
paid to Negroes in the State Negro paupers;
(Negro per capital income in
- It denies children their
1960 - $520) some Negro par· right to a free public education
ents have left their children with because of the death, abondonrelatives while seeking better ment, disappearance, or departemployment in the North. Also ure of their parents.
affected by this law are orThe legal Defense Fund needs
phaned, abandoned, and illegit- contributions to pay the legal
imate children without legal costs of these suits. It is, or
guardians.
.
.
should be, obvious that bigotry
This is quite ObvlOusly a piece - and specifically this law of race legislation since 85% of is diametrically opposed to the
the 7,000 children affected by plineiples for which this Unithe law are Negro. Aggravating versity exists. Therefore, the
this the State is giving aid to University should help in the rechildren who wish to go to pri- moval of this injustice.
vate schools. These schools are
We believe that a collection
segregated.
should be taken up throughout
The N. A. A. C. P. Legal de- the University by either the Stufense and Educational Fund, dent Gov't. or Class Officers.
Inc. has brought suit against the The Student Gov't. could take
state officials on the grounds the collection itself or it could
that the law is unconstitutional oversee the collection taken by
for the following reasons:
another campus organization. In
either case the collection should
Deprive Freedom ..
Missisippi provides tUltlO1l be taken by an organization that
grants for any child to attend is representative of the entire
private schools, which in fact student body.
are closed to Negros, but makes
We ask that a realistic goal
public school a~t~ndance con- should be set, and then the ortingent upon tUitIOn payme!1ts ganization can collect fl'om each
without offering financial assist- person according to the indiviance to an ovenvhelmingly in- duals ability to give.
This would show not only the
digent group;
.
.
- It denies the children theIr interest of a few individuals,
right to a free public education, but the support and approval of
thus violating the Fourteenth the Civil Rights Movement by
the entire student body.
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SENIOR EDITORS
NEWS: Michool Mullin. SPORTS: Rich_
ord Pod. FEATURES: N"n~ .Cunninqhom. LAYOUT: Pou I H.r.I.. ""OTOGRAPHY: Jom.s Nu,"ont. ADvERnSlN6:
John Kolly. VARIETY: Woltor B1oqooloWiK
CIRCULATION: Chud Moo~l.y.
STAFF
SPORTS: Poul Huqh.,. John c.ndido.
Bill Polm.r, John COley. R.y McD••mott,
Mil. Kolly, P.lo Odium, Tom H.nn.lirtt;.
K.vin Fihpolrid. Bill Roon.y.
NEWS, Micho.llyn,h. Richord Downey,
Brion BOyllS. Williom Robbe", Thornol
Brown. Robert Kohlor, E.ic MOllello.
LAYOUT: Bob Kohl.r, J.ff Hymons.
FEATURES: Pot. Sioworl, Tony LeB.lIl:Zo,
J"y SI"ndilh. ART: Pol. Doliso. ADVERTISING: Siov. Morlin_ POll! Collohon, Bill
Golid. PHOT06RAPHY: Ric'" ROIlIWOIl.
Doni.1 Boylon. CIRCULATION: POIlI
O·Donnol.
FACULTY MODERATOR
Albert F. R.ddy, S.J.
Publilh.d wo.~ly dllring the .elJlIlo. IIfti.
versily yoar, ••copt during \ooliday .nd
vecolion periodl. Tho lublcription rol. is
two dollers and fifty cents per y.or. !\ddrOll Bo. 913. Campion HoU.
Representod for Netionol Adv.rtising by
Notional Ad".rtilinlJ S...... ic., Inc.
OfFic.: C.mp;on H.. 101
Phon.: 255-1011 &to )07
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Post-Concert Dance
For Fall Festival
'Ibe Fall Festival Committee be

wise

to purdJase tickets

Kappenhurg, Lenagh Star;
In Eliot's "CoCktail Party"

b8a announoed plans for a party early and guarantee a chance
in the back gym after Saturday
nilht'. concert by the Clancy
Brotben and Tommy Makem.
This has been brought about
by the tremendous response to
the performance by area girls'

With the production of ''The
to see the Clancy Brothers and
Tommy Makem in live concert. Cocktail Party" by T. S. Eliot
According to a Festival spokes- on Nov. 12, the Drama Society
man, "Don't walt - there are
man.
only a limited nwnber of seats
This production will be prestili available."

the prospects of hav-

Legislative Agenda

"""""-to
Due

1n& several bus10ada (rem these

ICbools for the concert, the
cmvnittee thought that they!-=--ccc---c--,---,----..,----,;---:c-:c;--=,,------would make the evening a little
The (ollowing Is the agenda the Lectslatare.
bit more complete for all who for the Student GovCf"llfJlel11
A bill to endorse and approve
attend.
session tomorrow. The meeting the B.A.K. and P.K.T. for their
Arrangemenu have been made will begin at 6;()() p.m. due to efforts to aid Viet Nam.

to have "The Strangers" of
Jubilee Records, who are playlng at the indoor picnic, to also
provide the entertainment fe.tr
this party. It will run from the
end of the concert until midlUcht, allowinC for a little sociallzing to cap 011' the evening.
Admisslc;m will be granted
free to anyone holding a ticket
to the concert. T\cketa will be
on sale today and tomorrow
from 10:00 am. to 4:00 p.m. in
Xavier Cafeteria and during the
evening meal in Loyola careterla. CoDcert tickets may also
be purchased at the gymnasiwn
box office on the night of the
performance.
However, because of the reo
sponse they have received from
the local girls' schools and the
nwnber of mall orders already
sent out to the public, it would

1'----==----==------

Ra IIy•..

Veterans' Day Rally.
1. Student Government budget to be approved.
2. A bill to abolish olt"-corridor permission slips.
Continued rrom PAGE 1
3. A bill making It manda- campus' biggest political event
tory for both the president and of the year, and an exciting
treasurer of the Student Gov- one with the guest speakers and
ernment to co-sign all Govern- the question and answer period,
ment checks.
aU men are expected to stand
4. Appropriate S90 to ClSL up and be counted, Mr. Lyons
for operating expenses.
intimated. As L. EldOOl James,
5. Appropriate $30 to the the National Commander of
Olemtstry ClUb operating ex- the American Legion put s
penses.
It, "Americans should show
6. To match $.50,1$1.00 up to their colors and help combat
$1,000 that the Football Club the anti-draCt demonstrations.
raises in its new drive.
The support we give this rally
7. A publication be estab- is the least we can do for our
li:shed by the Student Gover- men in Viet Nam. Undoubtedly.
ment f or the pu bl'"h'
'" mg 0 f spc- there are some Fairfleld U.
clal editorials 0 f f acuI ty an d alurnnJ at this present moment
students.
in Viet Nam and there might
NOTE: Thill rouowtnc bill WM be some "Stag" seniors who will
puaoed at last week'. _km orsoon be tbere.

kicks off another season. This
play has received wide acc1alm
wherever presented T. S. EUot,
author of ''The Hollow Men"
and ''The Love Song of J. AIfred Prufrock," his two rnotl
famous poems, hu ccxnbined In
this single play his ideas on the
psychology of modern man (Le.
his dilemmas with underslaDding himself, his ability to love,
his relations with others) with
his philosophy on these pn».
lerns, plus the comic element,
all In a moving dramatic experience.
The play revolves around Edward and Lavinia, a couple Iiving in London around 1949, and
the fact that neither have found
meaning in their marriage. Sir
Henry Reilly acts as the character who finally shows tbem
the worth of tbelr relatiorahip
especially in regard to the ae-tion of the otber characters.
The play stars John Rappenberg as Edward, the husband;
Leila Lenagh as Lavinia, his
wife; Peter Brosnan as Sir
Henry Reilly; with Robert
Mann as Peter. Eileen Wilson
(who starred in last year's producUon of "St. Joan") as the
nurse secretary to Reilly, and
Jay Donnaruma as the cater's

sented "In the round," due not
only to popular student reactloD
last year but also because it
aft'ords crealer identity with
the characters 011 the
of
the audieftClt.
Pertonnancel for tbIa productkm will be 011 Friday, Nov.
12, saturday, Nov. 13, SUDd8y,
Nov. 14, Thunday, Nov. 18, Friday, Nov. 19, and saturday,
Nov. 20.
This abow also lnitiatel a DeW"
poU~ concem1ng student prioea.
For all the pertCll'!lUUllCeS (except Thursday at which all
seata wiD be on sale for $1.00),
student ticketa will be $1.50.
The new polley 11 designed to
enable a greater .-rt of the
student body to see the pJay
more economically. Tk:kets may
be rMerVed at the Fair6elcl
Camera Shop, 1482 Post Road,
Fairfteld, or by callin& 255-1011
or in Loyola Cafe.
Taking all into account - the
play ItseU, the cast, the technical sta1l', the DCW fumishin&s
in the playhouae, and the new
poU~ on student Uckeu - this
production hoids hlah promise
for the beneftt of the entire
student body not only InleUeetually but also on the entertainment level.

.-n.

Subscription Sales For The

1966 MANOR
BEGIN TODAY
• DORMITORY REPRESENTAnvES WILL BE
CONTACTING RESIDENT STUDENTS
BEGINNING TONIGHT

• MANOR OFRCE - CAMPION 104
OPEN 11 A.M.. 1 P.M.
WEDNESDAY -

THURSDAY -

FRIDAY

XAVIER BOOTH OPEN ON
WEEKDAYS
IF YOU HAVE NOT DONE AS 260 FROSH HAVE DONE

RESERVE YOUR COpy NOW!
THE 1966 MANOR
An Integral ,Expression Of
Fairfield University
THE STAG, NovemberlO, 1965.3

Chern Club Lecture
0
1===' n The Spot'==
Gets High Attendence
for Juniors and Seniors, yet to successful Winter CarnIval this
be decided, will be put into January. It promises to be a
This is the fint of a series
elfect:'
different weekend, but there Is
of informal interviews with
Stae: What do you like most no other comment at thb' time.
various members of the Student
about the school!
St-e: But, what about the
Body. It is hoped that through
8aDDoD: "I like the opporthe answers of these men. a tunities which Fairfield offen debt Incurred by the last WiDbetter underatandin&; of univer- for the student to develop. The ter CarnIval! When and how
sity llCe and various aspects of size of the University is good will it he paid off!
this UCe might be brought to as well as the fact that FairBuuMm: 'ThIs is now. a.debt
the Student Body as a whole. field is located close to N. Y. C. to the school." It will be paid
and is in a College State:'
off in the near future, not this
This week, Mr. David Banyear, but In the near future. It
Stac:
In
what
direction
do
non, the President of the Stuwill be paid oft' by • "yearly
dent Government, was inter- you feel the school is going?
BaaDon: "Up!" Improvement Installment plan."
'"'"""'is needed, but the University is
St.«: Where is the Student
doing this, itself. 1bere is def· Government getting the money
8tac: What do you think of inltely "Progressive Improve- for all the various loans and
menL"
Fairfield U. in cmeral?
grants it is living'
Stae: What do you think of
BaaJloa: "I don't think that
Baanon: "'!be Student Gov·
there is too much difference be-. the Student Government!
ernment has money:'
tween Fairfield and any other
Bannon: I would describe the
Stq: But, from where?
University on the same small Government as "Potential that
scale." We don't have Fraterni- is being gradually developed"
Bamton: ''The activity fee Is
ties, but this is not absolutely TIle main thing that is needed an annual fee:' We hope to
necessary because most of the
Is experience. This will take a build up a solid surplus year
students are from the same s0- few years, but as the under- alter year. We are using the
cial and economic strata- TIle classmen progress so will the money for various activities and
students should, and do, con- Student Government at Fair- for the students. Any studeat
sider themselves as members of fleld.
will get his activity fee bade a
"the school, itself as a large
hundred fold as long as he takes
Stag: Whal do you think Is advantage of the opportunities
scale fraternity."
wrong with the Government as given him.
Stac: What Is your pet griev- it exists today?
ance and how do you think this
StaI': What about C. t. S. 1..!
Bannon: There Is a lot of
can be solved!
Baanon: On November 21, we
work to be done. As in most
Bannon: "At the moment, the organizations, most of thc work have a candidate for State
donn regulations." Last year, I is done by a few individuals. Treasurer, John Swanhaus. We
was against the rules on man- However, we do have II good will also have a candidate at
datory Mass, mandatory re- Legislature and good legislation the convention to be held
treats, etc. We fought against which Is well debated before it March 3-5.
these and have come to agree- is passed or rejected.
Stac: What are its advantment with the administration.
'''!be donn rules seem to be
Stac: What do you think ages to the school?
retrogressive. However, the ad- about "apathy" in the Student
BaanOD: "It is a great educaministration is trying to work Government? Does It exist?
tion for the individual student."
out a system." Soon, many of
Bannon: "No, not within the It does as much for the name
these rules will be replaced
of the school. "Falrlleld U. has
government
Itself!"
with "corridor councils" c0nalways been a "fonnable elesisting of three men on the
Stag: What about the Winter ment' in the state." It is good
Junior and senior tIoors who Carnival debt!
to keep at the top. "C.l.S.L.
will aid in maintaln1ng order.
does
a lot for the school in the
Bannon: "We are running a
"In return for this, rule changes
eyes of the state:'
By Tom BrowDe

The ~try Club held a
meeting Thursda,y n1pt, November 4th, with • student
lecture by John Mapnhiemer.
• 8eIUol' doln& rneach work
bere at Falrfteld under' a poant
by tile N .s.F. '!'be subject of
his talk was ..... tt... of . .
MereaI'J' Drop II:lc:dIllle

Fr. Hutcbbwon as modentor'
of the dub eomp1:lmented 00 the
atfl!nd.eDCY, BDd in particuJar
the number of fresbmeD preseaL It was estimated that about
halt of the total number of
cbemiatry majon in tbe school
",we there. Fr. HutclUnlon alto
.-ntloDed planl fOl' croup

rneetinp

with other A.C.S.
chapten in the SUI'T'OUJld1nC
area Ill! weD as guest Iecturen
from other schools.
A. C. S. membership was
s:.ressed at the meeting with
emphasis placed 00 student inItiative in joining, and its 1mport8J'Ct" to the student particuJarly after college. All tbOee
interested In joining caD do ~
at the next club meetiJle.
'Ibese plans (or club activities as well as the interest
shown toward the club by the
new members. promises to
make the OIemistry Club one
of the more active and informative clut. here at FairfieJd..

When people who ahare the same opinions about a particular
Iuue Jet toPtber to talk about it a lot of things eet said aDd
nobody profits; from. the di8c:ul81on. Everyone walks away feelin&; very IeCUI'e In their personal opinions, convinced that since
they have aired their views and met with no opposition these
views must be con-ect. But the very homogeneity of the group
destroys any possible concluSions about the validity of the
tbou&hu presented It Is only through the introduction of an
antithesLs that any concept can be properly tested, only when
an Individual succesatully defends his position against an adverI8l')' that he can be reasonably secure in It. Jt is oaIy tbrouI'b
.~ '&bat Uae qaaILty o. • metal, • maD, or &D kle. .. tMtiecL
It is a common fal1ln&' of the American public to neglect
this upect In their pursuit of troth. We have been constantly
lndoctrlnated with the jdeals of democratic govemment, and
this indoctrination hu been carried to rather Illogical extremes.
1be belief that there should be equallty under law leads to the
benet all men are equal in every facet of their person. Wltb t.bII
• . . opIaIoa It .. oaIy _e .Up to tile DOW aeeeptable 000eaa.aoa UIa& It . . . maJority opalOa l'I'bklb de~ tnaUa.
One can see this 1.J'end all too well in the present approach
of a majority of the unthinkinc laity toward the ON.rcb's pamtion on birth conlrOL "Everybody's doing It so it must be I"iebt!"
Admittedly, the proposlUon is never presented in such a blunt
IIl&IIDer, but the implication is plain.
Apin, this concept that popular opinion dictates truth can
be 8eeI'I in the present approach of the American public and
~ to the Viet Nam protests. Tbe Wall Skee' loanaal ran an
editorial recently in which it demonstrated conc1ush-ely that only
a small minority of the American college students were opposed
to the policy of the present Administration with regard to Viet
Nam. Tbe implication, again not expressed but present just the
same, was that because of this "",-e must be doing something

ri&bL"

N

10 of 11 Psych Majors
Get Grad School Aid

I have yet to read or hear the defense that David Miller
offers tor his iUepJ. action. I have yet to witness a public debate
on the Viet Nam Issue where competent authoriUes representing
both sides have hashed this problem out before the public. I
Fr. Thomas McGrath, Oaairlave heard much talk of the Ulegality. immorality, and stupidity man of the PsyehokJcy Depart.
of the anti-Viet Nam protestors. but never have I heard a well· ment, discussing lut year's
formed and well delivered argument showing the fallacies of
tbdr be1lefL Mr. Robert Stewart. in an article In Jut week's graduates, pointed out the extent to which psychology stuSTAG Issued a cry for "a Christian voice ... on the morality or dents have entered upOn gra_
war". J wooId like &0 add my voice ~ t;ba.t of Mr. Stewart. 'l'bere duate studies.
aD ~ is De<:
-Y. ev_ vlW, We
eaa form ao lateUJceat jadpmeaw _ Ute Viet Nua. war, or _
Ten of last year's eleven psy.
. . '*tIve monlIty 01 Ute &DU-...... d _ t n . U _ UDW we cholOC)' majors are presently
uve beard bdtII Uds of tbe .....
continuinC study at the graduMachines can wave flags as effectively as men, and for a .te level All ten are receiving
much longer time, but it means a little more when the Stars and some measure 01 support for
Stripes are waved by an intelligent, thoughful individual who has their continued studies. Fairformed. a mature judgement on the validity of his action.
field students are presently enTbe dedaradoa OD BeIlrIoalI LlbeJ"tlM be'ore V.Uc&D n rolled. in elcht different Uni. . . . . that the freedom to roU.... God" call is the pMk o' blllll&D versJt1es, includinC the UniverdIpIt}' aDd the fOUDd.UoB &ad "'epu'd 01. aU otber freedom-. slty of lMchican, Western ReIt ~ the rtcbt 01 every ID&D to follow . . OWD OOtIlKIeace Il('rve, Toronto. In addition,
ev_ If' It ..... him Into error, provided be forms bill eoucleace FalrlI.eld students last year
wltb prudeDce &ad ....eerity. It would _ _ that til our ....ty received otrers from a number
"O"demn-Uoo of the proteflton we bAve Ipored UWI buIc Obrist- of other graduate schools, In·
laD ooaoept.
c1udlnc the City University of
There is a pro-Viet Nam rally scheduled for tomorrow. Let New York, Columbia, Duke, and

.. _ .-.u- .........

us hclp@ that the thoughts of both sides are represented. 'I"bb Purdue.
nil)' wW PJ"O"l IlOtbbq' If' OClIWtrudlVe crlUdun of tile utiVIet Nun demoatralon .. Dot orrered. It would represent a blot
Fr. McGrath also pointed out
on this University if a meeting which possesses the potential to that It has been the experience
teach 10 much on a poorly explored Issue degenerates into the of the Psyehology Department
that Its grdauates find protraditional flq·wavlng, JUUDe-Calling session. 1bere IJ, much ductlve fields for their talents
hope for an intelllaent, enIichtened discussion of this protXem.
With luck we Ihall not have hoped in vain.
in a varlety of craduate schoola.
":"~;::':~;-:-::;-:-;-_...,..--,';;--:-:-;::the five years a1nee the de4 . THE STAG, November 10, 1965
partment hu been fOUDcled,

11n

Stac: As the elected president
of the Student Government do
you feel that you are being
ignored. or perhaps overlooked,
by the administration!
BanDoa: "No!" It was a
"little tense" last spring, but
things have worked themselves
out. The radical program which
1 supported was to be used as
a last resort. TIle situation bas
not called for this. U we cune
to odds, the administration IJ,
very willing to discuss the sit.uation and come to an agr'ftment which is agreeable to all
factors concerned.

Fairfiek! psychology majors
have moved on to professional
schools of law, business, into
seminaries, and into a number
of graduate specialities ranging
f1'OJJl personnel research to
rehabilitation counseling. Fr.
McGrath stressed that success
in gaining admission to such
Sta«: What are your plans
programs hinged heavily upon for the immediate future!
maintaining high grades in a
Bannon: ''The Government
highly competitive program.
must gain stability and various
Last year's psychology ma- fonns of legislation." At this
jors and the graduate schools moment there are no far reachthey chose are:
Ing goals. The gripes of which
I
spoke earlier have all been
Roger Buddington, Univ. of
solved
or are In the process of
F1orida. Fellowship - $2,250;
Richard Conte, Univ of Toronto, being solved. There Is a c0mFellowship 2.000; Thomas mittee being fonned "composed
Cutolo, Western Reserve Univ., or students, faculty, and adminIstration for the drawing up of
Fellowship 1,000; Michael
a Student Bill of Rights." "I
Dillon, Boston Univ., Fellowship
2,000; Edward Flaherty, flnnly believe that each student
should have the fn!'edom of ex.
Fairfield Univ., Prefectshlp;
pression, regardless of the rules
Richard Kappenberg, Falrll.eld
or how off-key he might be:'
Univ., Prefectship; James Mal·
The Bill of Rights will mark
ley, Boston Unlv., Fellowshipthe student "as a Citizen of the
1,800; Robert Reynes, Boston
University:' This Bill of R!ghtB
College; Thomas Scoop, Univ.
will be proposed as an Amendof Michigan, Fellowship ment to the Constitution.
3,000; Kirk Stokes, Temple
Univ., Fellowship - 3,000.
S....: Thank you, Mr. Bannon.

S~rely

Campus Center: Slowly But

The campus center. due for
completion on July 21, is presently two or three weeks behind schedule. However, the
outside panels have been p~
fabricated and the building
should be dosed In shortly, enabling work on the Interior to
continue during the winter

month>.
The Center will be one of
the more beautiful buildings on

eon.tructJon of the new CampulJ Center cODlIDu.,. onwanl
In ILO attempt to reach 'the oompleUoo. da.te of "uly 21 on

On A Limn

.chechde.

campus, and the focus of most
social activities.. It will include
such features as a barber shop,
mail room, book store, game
room, snack bar, recreation
lounge (large enough for use
as a dana! hall), six small music rooms (sound-proofed and
equipped with hi-ft's), and a
cafeteria seating six hundred.
The carpeted lounge will indud::.a large fireplace and conversation well, and will be flanked
by a lighted terrace. The building will also have a spacious
sun deck facing Long Island
Sound.

By Maurice O'SuUh-an
Ex~pt for last y(!ar's dues crisis, the greatest recent problem facing the United Nations has been the admission of Red
China to that august body. Most of the opposition to the seating
of China seeks Its justification in an emotional misreading of
Ule U.N. Charter, a reading which does more to preserve present
political power than to promote even the hope of world peace.
Throughout the Uniled States today the belief is wide
spread thal the U.N. is rapidly becoming impotent even as It
inches toward the maturity if its twenty-first year. Usually
accompanying the articuation of this belief is a nail bitten finger
pointed accusingly at the East and the sneered comment, "Well,
what's it doin' about them commies?" And yet, almost as a
contradiction, these same people would not pennit the U.N. to
provide its richly appointed conference rooms or its General
Assembly the neutral environment in which the United States
and China could face each other without their thermo-nuclear

annoc.

MUSIC:
The Dizzy Gillespie quintet
is one of the most remarkable,
tight-knit, groups playing in
jazz today. It has both a marvelous ensemble sound and an
obvious exeellence in solo work
spurred specifically by GiUespie's driving yet versatile approach to his Instnunent. The
bouncy camaraderie of the
musicians, James Moody (alto
and tenor sax), Kenny Baron
(piano), Rudy Collins (drums),
Chris White (bass), and Gillespie himself (tnunpeO, eludes
not only a constant Dow of jazz
of the highest caliber but even
more so a superb program over·
all entertainment; Jokes, c0medy routines, dancing, byplay
among the musicians, mock
arguments, and all manner of
humor. It Is, in fact, this
smooth, unNtfled blend of personalities that has come to
characterize this group as the
rrt06t generally satisfying on
the contemporary scene. From
the moment Gillespie greets the
thunderous applause of a new
audiCTlce w1th his standard
opening line, '''nIank you ladies
and gentlemen lor your marvel-

Alter stating that its end is "to maintain International peace
and security" the first article of the first chapter of the (.'harter
explains that the organization must be "a center for harmonizing the actions of nations In the attainment of their common
ends." Hannony implies co-operation, the kind of co-operation
the U.S. and the U.s.S.R. displayed during the Kashmir Incident.
Both countries were working for their own sell-interests which
happened to coencide. But if this opportunity for co-operation
through the U.N. had not existed, would or could Wl! have
worked together?
(.'hapter n, Article 4 opens "membership in the United
Nations.. to all . . . peace loving states." Few in the West
feel that China with its million volunteers in Korea and its aid
to the rebels in Vietnam, the Congo and Laos, coupled w1th its
constant praise of militant revolution Is truly peace loving. Many
non-Communist Asian and African countries, though, disagree
with this Western view or at least fail to see why these activities
should preclude membership. Others believe exposure to sense
and maturity Is just the brake needed to control China at the
moment. And the tenn "peace loving" as actually Interpreted
in practice includes almost any state that Is non-anarchic and
fairly stable, ranging from democracies through right wing dicta·
torships (e.g. Spain) to the left wing dictatorships (e.g. Russia).
It also includes countries acting openly in definace of U.N. principles. India refused to consider a plebiscite for Kashmir, proposed by the U.N. as the only feasable peaceful solution;
Pakistan Infiltrated troops and armed rebels In this foreign ter·
ritory. No one has suggested stripping either of these of "the
exercise of the rights and privileges of membership" (Chapter
IT, Article 5), although this would be the logical extension of I,
the United States' interpretation of the Charter. Instead, our
ambassador has encouraged both India and Pakistan to use the
facilities available for peaceful negotiation through the U.N.
We can also see no alternative to the U.N. as a possible mediator
for Israel and her Arab neighbors.
No evidence exists that China does not want membership
or would refuse membership if proferred, except for a few face
saving speaches by Chinese politicians. Those countries friendly
with China are striving harder than ever before to seat her. II
anyone could mirror China's intentions, her friends certainly
could. And if we did not ask for fear of being rebutl"ed, we
",'Quid be acting with an innexible pride damning our ever again
presenting ourseh'es to the world as true seekers of peace.

"Dizzy"

ous indilrerence", to the last
few notes of a positively
screaming arrangement of '''nIe
Champ." the Dizzy Gillespie
quintet provides a true experience in brilliant jazz and taste.
ful entertainment.

One thing is certain: after
30 years of professional musicmaking, the trumpet and personality of John Birks GilJespie
still sparkle with undiminshlld
luster and untarnished clarity.
"bn o.tto

Slacks! Slacks! Slacks!
for the college man of today in all lhe lales'

Sizes 27

styles and fabri<:s.
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THE BLUE BIRO SHOP
lJlO POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
Soc1.1 St.tionery .1Id engt.yjllQ
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1=============
KUZIN'S RESTAURANT
(Grand Union Shopping
Center)

Ilaul -Cabin's

O.ily Speci.1 Meats

UNDER

C!!ampus Shop

$1.00

Bre.H.st - Luncheon
Dinners
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Colonial Green
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War, Apathy, Critics Spur Readers
Grand Knight Cites
Columbian Efforts

The Mystic Viet Policy
To the

Editor:

I wish to congratulate Mr. Robert
Stewart, '66 on his extremely articulate and well reasoned lett~r, as well
as the STAG tor iivinl it the space
and emphasis It deserved. As one of
the Fairfield University community
who refused to sign the petition circulated by Mr. DeIVaglio, I was O\'el'joyed to see the voice of reason and of
Christian vision at last in evidence.
I have heard so much thinly veiled

and so much lightest mterpretation of our "polley in Viet Nam",
and seen so much of It in your paps,
that I had begun to fear that the ultimate irony was to be visited upon
Fairfield Unlverslty-although ChristIan In commitment, its students and
jingoism

faculty would espouse the most un·
christian of aU attitudes, glorification

of war, and although seeking to
teach and learn !.he critical attitude,
Fairfield's men would announce their
readiness to be led blindly into any
sort of war.

No Clear Statement
Never, Incidentally, has anyone attempted to state what our "polley in
Viet Nam" really is - at least not
in your pages. This Is not surprising,
becauSE' it Is not at all clear what our
policy there really Is. Some of us fear
that it might be something like the
real policy which lay behind our tragic
Intervention In the Dominican Republic
the real polley so tenchently crill~Ized by S::matoi Fulbright. If, how~\'~r, our real policy in Viet Nam is
to fight only so long as we must :n
order to prevent success of a war of
subversion. and if our policy is to go to
negotiation as soon as that is realJy
possible. and if our policy to cimmit
our economic riches in an uncondi.
tional way to build a decent way of
life for all of the peoples In the
Mekong River region, then we could
r.ndorse the "Vlp,t Nam policy". We
h.we reason to believe that President
J:)'m-on's policy Is precisely this, but
we have reason, also, to wonder
'....!lc..hcr these are basic grounds of
our invilvemcnt. Since it is our govem·
ment, since we are not the pawns of
our Federal government but it Is our
servant, we haw a right to demand
reassurance about the basic morality
of the "Viet Nam policy", and pending
n!Ceipt of such reassurance. to voice
cr:llcism and to withhold unconditional
endorsement.

As for "protests" against the "Viet
Nam policy" - often weakened precisely because they fail, equally, to
define what it is that they protest
against-we have reason to believe that
they have had some positive etre<:ts.
Our govemroent has gone out of its
way in the last two months explJcltly
to aslert that 1) we do intend to 0bserve the laws of humane warfare,
especially as enshrined In the Geneva
conventions, 2) that we are going to
do everything possible to avoid harm
to non-combatant, innocent civillllDl.,
and everything we can to repair the
harm we inadvertently do, 3) that we
are ready to go to the conference table
whenever the communist powers are
ready and willing to negotiate in a
meaningful and realistic way.

Na Avoidanco
Personally, I believe that we cannot
avoid and should not seek to avoid
commitment In Viet Nam, that we
must make It clear that "wars of national liberation" will prove extremely
expensi\.-e fiascos. I belive this because
I also bellew that a general armscontrol and dlsannament treaty between the major powers, not excluding
mainland O1ina, is of the 'first order
of necessity. practical and moral as
well And, I do not believe that such
a treaty is feasible until both the
western and the communist powers
agree not to export revolution, either
of the right or of the left, and agree
to compete in non-military ways only
for the loyalty and acceptance of the
under-developed world, But, if I believe
that we cannot leave South Viet Nam
be:ause of these over-riding considerations, I also believe that our use of
force must always be tightly restrained by our Judat!'l>Christian moral
sense, must always be delicately p~
portioned to the threat of counterforce.
The basis for my beliefs will be
found in Pope John's Pacem ... Terrill
as well as in the altogether appropriate
appendix to that great document which
Pope Paul delivered only a few weeks
ago at the United Natiom. May I
suggest that these documents need to
b!! pondered by all of us as we seek
to form critical judgements about our
foreign policy in general, and about
our unhappily necessary military Involvement in South Viet Nam.
Again, bouquets to Mr. Robert Stew·
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The Youth Activities Program of
work at S1. Mary's Parish in Bridgeport Impressed the Bishop of this DIocese to such an extent that he has
financed the construction of a gymnasium In that poorer section of
Bridgeport. An estimated one thousand
forty man hours will be required this
year.
Ignatian Council sponsored four fra·
ternal activities last year for a total
lime requirement of 24 hours. Thus
far this year we have sponsored one
fraternal activity. Would you have us
eliminate that activity? Certainly not.
Mr. Editor, I suggest you re-examine
the facts.
A call to responsibility requires the
work and cooperation on both sides of
the fence. Why then, I ask, was the
largest organization on campus not
requested to represent itself olTlcially
at the leadership conference held early
in September. Why then was this same
organization, the largest on campus,
not asked to represent itself otriclalJy
on the President's Academy. Mr. Editor, the only call to responsibility we
have received thus far Is that personal

commitunent we enjoy as Knights of
Columbus and individual students 01
Fairfield University. Mr. EdItor, I SUI·
gest you re-examine the facts.
To quote your editorial of the Nov,
3rd issue of the STAG "Fairfield University is spiritually dead. 1be problem
of God Is ignored" I recall to mind that
the last K of C sponsored First Friday
Vigil of OCtober brought out over one
hundred students to a rellgiOWJ service
held at 11;30 p.rn. "Perhaps the rea·
son lies with the chapel center of
Christian worship. . But how can It
communicate when on Sunday 30%
of the students arrive after the sennon
and another 30% leave before the con·
cluslon of the Mass," you continued.
Would you have us nm throuKh the
dorms crying "Last cal) for Mass".
certainly not. Would you have us post
guards at the rear of the chapel to
prevent that 30% from leaving early?
Certainly not. Or, would you have us
pass out literature on the "Benefits of
attending Mass on Sundays", certainly
not.
Mr. Editor, the Knights of Columbus
is not endowed with the ability to distribute ElTlcacious Grace, and I suggest you ~xamine the facts.
Peter Madoala
Ignation Council 4203

Urges Reviewer
To Check-up
ConUaued from Pace !

is woven so skillfully into the work
that one is hardly aware of Its presence." I, for one, was hardly aware of
any allegorical presence, but then, of
course, The Plague Is not an alleaory.
Again, I think. our critic ought to look
to Webster's Collegiate for the meaning of words. An alJegory is one story
as told under the image of another.
The Pfacue while being symbolJc does
not have the point to point c0rrespondence as seen and must be seen in
all allegories.
'nmetby P. Buckley 'M

art!

Sincerely in Christ, our Lord,
Juns F. BresaahaD, 8.."
Assistant Professor of Theology

Jackson Sees Need;
Asks All To Conference·
To the Editor;
'nIe STAG edJtorial, (3111 Neither
Hot Nor Cold), nl1ses a very real and
pressing problem as to the whereabouts of Fairfield students ''who are
willing to attempt to flnd out the challenge of living in a religiously committed university", The chalJenge is
that of the free personal response to
Christ. Personally I doubt that we have
as of yet gained any real depth insight
into this problem as it exists on our
campus. On the other hand we are
lacking in a vision of the true value
and purpose of a religiously committed
university in a time of crisis and renewal.
I would sugpst that if we as a
community hope to make progress in
a free response of love that ~-e must
tint respond more fully to one another

To the Editor:
Your calJ to responsibility will be
met in the future by the Knights of
Columbus just as we have done so
the last ten years uninteropted by the
cries of those who have nothing betler
to do than criticize.
The Knights of Columbus is a fra·
ternal men's organization based upon
the principles of fraternity, unity,
charity and patriotism We do not
pretend to be fourth year seminarians
nor do we walk around with our
heads in the clouds. Our program Is
practical. pragmatic and rational.
Mr. Edilor, Fraternity Is a basic
principle upon which our Order is
founded. Ignatian Council is currently
sponsoring the enUre Fairfield University Christian Doctrine Instruction
Program, the First Friday Vigils, a
"non-mandatory" retreat and a Mass
and Communion Breakfast for its
membeB. catholic Activities required
five hundred twenty man hours last

as individuals. The basis of this prim_
ary response must be one of openness,
trust and prayer.
The cathoUc Action Group has these
problems as one of its chief interests.
We are deeply aware of the need for
more thought and communication in
this area; we would be quite happy
to meet with anyone. either fonnally
or informally. In order to exchange insights and opinions.
We would like to Invite anyone interested to a Conference on the Problems
of Faith to be held free of cost at
Ridgefield on Feb. 4-6 under the direction of Rev. Robert E. Vamerln.
Those interested may register with the
diNctor of student personnel
Thank you.
J...- B. JaekMa '68
Pres. C'hristian Group

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
We still have some albums of Paul Quinlan
singing "Glory Bound" Psalms set to
Folk Music

9:00-7:00 Mondays - Thursdays
9:00-5:00 Fridays
9:00-1:00 Saturdays

Kof C

$

Notes Father - Son Con't

The Knight of the Month
Brother Lyons Is also a
Award for september was pre- Fourth Degree Knight, the onl)'
sented to Bro. Matt Lyons at undergraduate in our council
the last meeting held on OCt. bearing the title Sir Knight.
20. Bro. Lyons joined the ranks The Council extends its conof ColumbianIsm in his Sopho- gratulations to Sir Knight Matt
mort' year and has since worked ~·ons.
unceasingl)' to foster the good
• • •
Brothers, degrees are upon
us: the First Degree is tonight,
the second Degree, Thursday,
November 18, and the Third
Degree Sunday, November 2L
Show up and welcome our new
Brothers. A record breaking
class of seventy students will
be initiated into our Order on
these dates.
AN APOLGY

TIle Knights wish to apologize
for failing to provide refreshments to those Stags who attended the first Friday Vigil
last week.
Mechanical difficulties with
the ~ffee um made our el'forts
to provide hot chocolate useless.
A special effort to provide
of our Council in any way In
refreshments for all who attend
which he could contribute.
The Knight of the Month is the next service will be made.
given monthly by the Grand
Knight to the
outstanding
Knight in the Council during
the previous month. Bro. Lyons
well deserves this honor. Pres·
colly Chairman of the Catholic

Continued from PAGE 1
the methOd in which it procee<b.
Preceeding the session was
a "arslty basketball scrimage.
Most impressive to the spectators was the tremendous depth
of the future N.I.T. squad :Despite frequent substitutions b}'
Coach George Btsacca. the team
functioned admiramly throughout the enUre game, sparked
by the rebounds of Sol eren·
shaw and the shooting of Mike
Branch and Charlie Phillips.
Later bl the day Was a brief
dramalbatJoo 01 "Our Towa n
"'1Ui presesakd by the Ua.,h·eI'1lUy
Players. At the lJ&me time a
Mlpy IICriInnaaIC WM I5taced
at the fteW near u.e playboul5e,
for tbe CODH!nlea.ce 01 t..bolIe
wbo wlsb to Rt! both.
A steak dinner followed
shortly thereafter in the back
gym, where the butret luncheon
had preViously been held.
For Saturday evening a variety show, emceed by George
Deren, was organized by Fr.
Lawrence Mullin. Entertainment was provided by the Campus Minstrels and Be.nsonians.

Irwin Slated For

Activities Committee of the
Council he has put Into effect
the broadest sp<!Clrum of Catholic activities the Council has
yet seen.
This past September he assumed full responsibility of c0ordinating and running the
Christian Doctrine program in
area parishes of the Bridgeport
Diocese under the sponsorship
of the Knights of Columbus.
He now has to his credit two
most successfully run First Friday Vigils, in addition to organizing a Council retreat, and
the up-comlng Mass and Communion Breakfast.

Y oong Dems Lecture

Young Democratic Club will
have as its main speaker on
Wednesday, November 10, U. S.
Representative Donald J. Irwin
fD-Conn.). The meeting will be
held in Regis lounge at 3:15.
Mr. Irwin was first elected
to the Congress in 1958 over
Albert Morano, the incumbent
and an eight year veteran. Then
In 1960, he was defeated by
Abner Sibal in his bid for reelection by approximately 10,000 votes. In 1964, he made a
comeback and defeated Mr.

Sibal by almost a 9,000 vote
plurality.
Mr. Irwin now serves as the
18th ranking Democrat on the
37 man Armed Services Committee. In views, he Is considered to be a liberal and has
voted, In the majority of inslances, lor the administration's
legislative program.
The topic lor the Wednesday
meeting will be the crisis in
Vict Nam. All students are in·
vited to attend.

Football Intramurals Con't
Continued from PAGE 10
The second half d('Veloped
right back with the same play
as he fired to Wilkos for six
points. On the extra Spano
faked an end run, but pulled up
and tired a bullet to Mike Griftin for the point.
Both teams had serious scor·
Ing threats in the second half.
but the defenses rose up to hold
their opposition. Jim Spano led
the Regis 2 attack with his run·
nlng and passing while Rick
Fuller sparkled in the line.
Garry Kerwin played a fine
game on defense as well as Tom
Crowley.
Campion Continues
Campion 2 looked sluggish In
downing Gonzaga 1 by a score
of 6-0. The only score came
early in the flrst half when Pat
Scully, anticipating a pass over
the middle, came up to Intercept and went untouched Into
the end zone. Gonzaga, aided
by the arrival of several linC'men, played a strong game in
the second half. However, Campion 2's mighty defense regrouped their forces and shut
out their opponents.
Campion 4 squeaked by Gonzaga 2, 6-0 in a sloppy game.
Brian Burke, who suffered from
several Interceptions, hit the

mark on a twenty-yard pass to nice pass to Bud St. Onge, but
Bill Casey for the T.D. Rock the rally fell short.
Cosgro\·e led the hard charge
In another contest. Regis 2
on Brian Burke which forced continued to remain In the Ui>the interceptions.
per bracket in the league standReJ[is l \'ictol"8
Ings by turning back Loyola 2.
During other games this week 7-0. Midway through the first
Regis 1 stayed in contention by half Jim Spano fired a long pass
downing Loyola 1, 13-6. The to Tom Wilkos to put the baU
mainstay of the Regis attack on the s.yard line. Spano came
was converted quarterback Ed
Della Betta. Ed rifled a pass to Into a defensive battle with
Fred De Marco (or six points. neither team able to cross the
Later Della Betta sewed up the other's goal line.
game when he swept end and
Warning
sprinted into the end zone. Ed
Warning to all team. - Be·
threw a short pass to Bill Egan ware of a red bead wearing a
for the conversion. Loyola 1 jacket and tie coming Into yoIII'
tried to come back when they game .... a lonely end. When be
scored as Jerry Blouin fired a stumblClll, be may fall on you.

In addltion there were piano
and accordlan performances by
other students.
The Father-Son Weekend
came to a conclusion on Sunday morning with a communion
breakfast Fr. McInnes celebrated. Mass in Loyola Chapel
From there the fathers and
sons proceeded, once again. to
the back gym for breakfasL
This was highlighted. with an
address by Fr. Albert Reddy,
who praised THE STAG and
discussed the New Breed of
Uinversity studenu.
According to Stanley Robertson, Director of Developmen t.
much of the cre<Ut for the
weekend go e s to William
McCarthy, of the CXS. This
group, along with the assistance
of chainnan John O'Connell of
the Fathers' CoonciJ, was responsible for the most success·
rut Father-Son Weekend ever
held.

Basketball Con't
Continued from PAGE 8
a lot. They can clear the boards
and run but aU will depend on
their shooting percentage. The
fathers and sons present were
treated with a fine display of
outside shooting and featured
several players who have "aU
the moves" to be consistent
double figure scorers.
The team's scoring ability itself, as far as statistics from
last year go, clearly shows they
can score. The team has four
boys with varsity experience
who averaged 12 or more pomts
per game and four sophs who
had better than 10 points per
game averages.
Speed, rebounding, and scor·
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ing ability - can Fairfield combine these into a winning effort? They have the talent and
thull have an excellent chance.
Add to this, team play and the
hustle shown on Saturday and
the Stags can look forward to
the season everyone has been
hoping for.

feirfi.1d Orivinljl Sc~1
Professional DrjyiIWJ

Inrlructions
Pilone 259-5943

1597 Post Rei. Fairfield Conn.
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Stag Five Impre ssive
In Early Exhibition
Putling on an oulBtanding Sotinsky. and Bill Jones able to suit up due to an ankle
display of talent in a preview showed why they had an I&-2 sprain.
The junlor-senJor squad took
of thlngs to come, the Stag trosh record. They more than
vanity basketball team ht'ld an held their own against their the early lead on the strength
intrasquad scrimmage Saturday more experienced counterpartS. of some tine shooting by Mike
afternoon (or the benefit of an
The junior - senior s qua d Branch and Charlie Phillips.
enthusiastic Cather and son opened. with five veterans all of However, when Branch was reowd. This exhibition was one wMmsUMOOlast~; ~ moved from the scrimmage the
oC the many evenll of a very captains Pat Burke and Mike ailing juniors and seniors could
successful Father-Son Weekend. Branch, Charlie Phillips, Jim not keep up with the high fly-

After an introduction of the
16-man squad and a sensational
warmup drill, in which 12 of
the 16 playen "stuffed" the
ball. a game followed which
p a Ire d the upper· classmen
against the sophomore newcom-

en.
The sophomores, led by such
"l'ATldouts as Sol Crenshaw. Ted

ing sophs. Sol Crenshaw led the
way as he dominated the boards
and made several tine defensive
saves. Ted Sotinsky took full
advantage of Jim Brown's InjUry as he moved In for several
shots.
The talent shown saturday
the team will rely heavily on
shows
that the StagS wiU ron
the Cast break. A workable fast
break oft'ense presupposes suContinued on PAGE '7
perior rebounding strength to
"get the ball of!" the boards and
out." The torrid leaping and rebounding displayed on Saturday
indicated that the Stags have
this prime requisite. Both units
showed the fans some outstandIng leapers and board men.
Branch, C r ens haw, Jones,
By "ohn Candido
Burke, McCann, Boyd, and
The fencing team's quest for
Brown all rebounded superbly.
a birth as a varsity sport failed
Add to this group Art Kenney as the University Budget Com·
and observers can easily SC<' mille<! did not allocate the
why Fairfield is a team to be nC(!ded finances. Student supttkoned with.
port, however, was so great
A speedy backcourt is anoth· that the originators of the
<!r asset to the fast break of- sport here at FalrOeld d~idcd
f<!ose. Here the Stags have the to run the team as a "club"
fast experienced guards neces- sport.
sary in Jim Brown, Bill Pritz,
At a recent organizational
and Carl Menendez, and two meeting attended by fifty stufine sophs, Larry Cirina. and dents, Ken n y Shailer was
Ted Sotinsky.
elected President, Steve Gelgud,
The one drawback to the
Vice President, Dennis Shine,
scrimmage was the fact that
secretary, and Denny Del Mau·
several players were injured.
ro, Treasurer. Mr. Palko Lu·
Jim Brown and Bill Pritz were
kacs is the club moderator.
suffering from groin injuries
The club's major organizawhile Pat Burke had a knee
tional problem as one might
injury, and Art Kenney was not
guess is money. The school's
experienced fencers, Shailer,
Gelgud, Del Mauro, and Farouk
Younes thus have planned a
fencing exhibition for Tuesday.
November 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
took the first four places with Gonzaga Auditorium. This exPete Minielle of Fairfield plac- hibition will be open to the stu.
ing fifth with a 25:44 clocking dent body at a cost of a quarter
over the Southern course. Jim per person. The money collected
Groschow and Frank FiUpowski will be used to buy necessary
came in seventh and eighth for
the Stags.
The Stag Frosh without the
seIVices of the school's best
cross country runner, Clayton
Thibeault, were beaten by
Southern Frosh. Thibeault will
be out for the rest of the season with a badly injured leg.
George Train, Fairfield's other
bright prospect finished third
while Barney Monks finished
eighth of the Frosh.
This Thursday's home meet
with Queensborough has been
canceled but a meet with U.B.
will take its place.

Brown, and Bill Pritz. The five
worked extremely well together
and though it is still early in
p~ason practice, they indicated that they can shoot as
well as move the balL
The scrimmage revealed that

Bill McCann mon,. In for abo.... BUI Boyd defend&.

Fencers' Exhibition Set
For Tuesday Night

801 Crenabaw Jays up &hoL

equipment.
Waterbury fencing club. 1bi&
The exhibition should be an exhibition program should prove
exciting as well as interesting to be an enjoyable as well as
one since Kenny Shailer's fa. Informative evening for the
thcr, coach of Trinity College's sports minded student.
fencing team. and Ralph Spi·
Practices have continued and
nella, 1960 U. S. Olympic fencer the club now hopes to have
will be present. The program practice matches later in the
will also include a match bc- year with both the Yale and
tween two girl fencers from a I Trinity varsity teams.

Harriers Drop Two
The Fairfield University Cross
Country team was downed
twice in the past week; by
Adelphi a t Van Courtland
Park's five mile course on Tuesday, November 2, and by
Southern Connecticut State
College 16-41, on Saturday, November 6. The Fairfteld Frosh
team also went down to defeat
at the hands of Southern's
pOWerful Freshmllr. team.
Adelphi defeated the Stag
harriers easlly as George Train
was the only toP finishing Stag
runner. The fasl developing
Train, a freshman, finished
second in a field of ten ron·

nen.
The Stag team was completely overpowered by a strong
Southern ConnecUcut State
College team 16-41 as Southern

IWARD LOUNGE
433

Tunxis

Denn)' Del Mauro and Ken SbaIJer c"'e exhibition In back
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BUnON-ON DEODORIZING
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(neer Alp)
Mon.· s"t. 2:15.to 1:00 e.m.
Sun 2:00 to 12:00

FAIRFIELD CENTER PLAZA

Student Discount upon
presentation of College 1.0.

TEL 255-1068
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The Editor Speaks

Ruggers Await Big Match
With New York R 0

Several weeks ago a committee was formed to
By Kay McDermott
make preparations for the St. Joseph's game. This
committee, headed by Kevin Fitzpatrick and Pete Since Fordham could not play
Stewart, has worked closely with :Mr. George Bisacca Fairfield Rugby Club for Fato insure success at New Haven on December 4. The ther-Son Weekend, the players
first program of the Stags was to sell tickets for the staged a spilited battle between
Its class factions.
This committee began their task of selling tickets The Junior Freshman memthrough Regis and Campion Halls. Most of the stu- bers of the club felt the pinch
dents purchased tickets with a few exceptions. At n their pocketbooks by their
one point we sold nearly fifty tickets in twenty min- Jereat to the senior-sophomore
utes as students poured inlo a room in a steady stream :nembers. The close score of the
revealed a balance in the
so that they could buy seats next to each other. How- ;ame
~Iub an essential revelation
ever we experienced another reaction in our door to h t the team does not depend
door sales.
on any one class to uphold its
On Mvera) occaaions we entered rooms where we success. The cocky 67-69 rogfound. Itudenla mo.t uncooperative. They knew noth- <;:ers found they were in for a
:-ougher game than expected as
ing .bout the game and leemed as if they couldn't Jim Nicksa drew first blood
care leu. We readily supplied them with the neces- with a 30 yard scamper into
-;)1
sary information, and they admitted that they had paydirt. '"T':Iny" Smith converted
nothing planned for that evening. However they all the score with his kick to make
• supplied feeble excuses for not attending this game, It 5--{) in favor of the elders.
came back soon afterward
It .soon became obvious that they didn't want to at- 67-69
on the strength of a booming
tend. There was one thing that struck a sour note with kick downlield by Webfoot
most of the committee. Many of these dislenten were Grllnn, and K e v I n Ryan
amon&, thole who cried "apathy" last year when their sneaked it over the goal for the
- ....enu and activitiel received little support last year. score, With the pressure on, an
gust of wind took hold of
."' These same students seemed quite apathetic to us cerie
Griffin's conversion attempt and

game.

,.,

........

Iunior-lrePmeD team man la to cnab baUcarrter ID Rucby
wnt it awry.
The second half wltn~ a
spirited defensive etTort by both
sides. However, the courage and
the spirit of 67-69 seemingly
dissolved when the Crow hacked
down a submissive Bunny. Even
the Crazy Brothers could not
'urn the lide and the many
stalwart goaline stands by 66-68

preservoo their 5-3 victory.
Next weekend Fairfield RFC
hosts three tough teams of the
elite New York Rugby Club, on
Alumni Field These games will
serve as one of the highlights
of the Fall Festival as well as
being the first home stand for
the club this season.

when they refused to support the mOlt important activity of the school's athletic program. 1 hope that
the following explanation will prove sufficient to them
so that they can help make it a olle hundred per cent
showing in New Haven.
St. Joseph's is rated in preseason polls as the
As he slOWly walked from the
best team in the East. This year's team is the same football field a friend asked
one which lost only three games last year. They were him how he had done. He anselected by the government to represent this country swered only, "we won", True
in a tour of South America. The visit of such a noted enough, Nlel Rlst and the rest
of McPeake's spirited Raiders
power is comparable to hosting Notre Dame or some had won, and won handily. But
other power in football. A Stag victory in this game what Niel failed to mention was
would be a major upset and give Fairfield instant the fact that a certain guy
named Rist had intercepted 3
fame
along the East coast.
a'·
The members of the team practice about thirty passes and caught 4 touchdown
passes during the game. This
hours a week in preparation for the season, How Is to be expected though, for
1.:'.
many students would be willing to go through rigor- that's the way Nlel is! Conous physical activity from seven o'clock til near mid- cerning his team., Nlel feels
night Sunday through Friday?
that with Ihe tremendous en~
Besides this rigorous physical activity they are thusla.s.ln the team has, they
required to keep up their academic grades. They are just may be the club to knock
-,..
Nell Ibows IbWty 1a recent pate.
subject to the same Quality Point system that every oa powerhouse campion 2.
student in the school is. However, practice comes Needless to say Niel is eagerly the Slags pull what could ty -nan of the Discotheque at the
- during the prime study hours and they are forced to awaiting that game which will the biggest upset in colleg lardi Gras. For Niel it Isn't
study during hours when most other students are re- be played tomorrow.
basketball this season. Althoug' '11 work and no play and when
laxing. When Bill Pritz went into calculus class or Niel, a graduate of Fairfield he didn't play var.;ity Niel kep ·e manages to break away from
,;
physics class, neither professor wanted to hear an Prep, has been chosen to par- his hands in basketball by play he books. which is often
.....'
excuse about basketball practice. Pat Burke, Bill ticipate in the All Star Foot- ing for the 5a\'oy Athletic Clul 'nough, he has been known to
Boyd, and Charlie Phillips all struggled to keep up ball game two years ronning and coaching St. Ann's Gram· late a girl named Joanne, Niel
with their English Literature course. If these student- and should have little trouble mar School team. Nlel has been lIso takes his legendary "Niel....t;
.,'
athletes can work hard for the school's betterment, attaining that honor again this chosen to coach the Fairfield nobllc" on an occasional trip to
why can't every other student do their small part?
)·ear. However, being a senior, Prep freshman basketball tearr '\t:adison Square Garden with
This school has embarked on a "big·time" sched- Niel regrets that the Fairfield this coming )'ear. With this ex· -:everal of his friends. This year
'ule which will make the school well known through· University Football Club failed perience 1 am sure he will 'ilel hopes to make a trip in
...
\larch, but this will be some.
out the country. Notre Dame was a unknown school to materialize this year as he succeed..
until Knute Rockne brought football fame to the had eagerly awaited the forma· Niel. who is respected by his ~hlng special, because it will be
campus. lt was only after this fame brought. atlen· tion of just such a club. Being fellow classmates, was elected to see the Stags in the NIT!
'tiOn to this school that people began to reahze the versntile, Nlel's sole interest by them to the Student Gov- An English major, Nlel plans
."
academic values which the school had. A victory in wasn't football. Whllc at the ernment in the capacity of legis- to enter flight school in the Air
New Haven would boost the school's name and put it Prep he played baskctball and lator In his fresman year. In Force or Navy after graduation.
helped lead the Prep to the his junior year he capably per- Later he would like to work as
on the road to becoming a "name" college.
Last year St. Joseph's wasn't a very well known quarter finals of the Connecti- fonned the duties as Chairman a commercial pilot. We wish
school. When a group of students went to Philadelph- cut State Tournament In both of Sports for Orientation Week. him best of luck in the future!
Ke\'ln Flbpatrlck
ia for the game last year we experienced one of the his juniOl· and senior years, This year he will be co-ehalrgreatest displays of school spirit we had ever seen. bowing to powerful Wilbur
J~I:( uh
The St. Joe'l Itudents turned out en muse to IUp- Cross In his senior year. When
..!
port their team. They provided the moving force be- Nlel entered the University, he
FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
hind the team which went from a nobody to a number played on the fnmed freshman
team
led
by
Burke,
Branch,
and
one team in less than two months. Fairfield haa the
POST ROAD, FAIRRELD
athletea to lauDch the lame type of drive. Why don't Poole which started Fairfield
on
Its
qucst
for
national
promthe ltudentl let behind such a movement?
~
An enthusiastic student support is necessary to inence. Nlel feels that the long
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DELIVERS ON FRIDAY
raise the players' spil'its to the heights required to road to the top could hit the
AT MRS. BROWN'S OFFICE NEAR THE MAIL BOXES
pull such an upset. No great burden will be placed peak on the evening of I)c..
cember
4th
at
the
New
Haven
on the student. The game played on Saturday night,
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
December fourth, which is the weekend following the Arena. On that night Fairfield
four day Thanksgiving break. The Student Govern- will play St. Joseph·s, predicted
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!
ment has proposed to send buses to New Haven on by many magazines to be the
~nd best basketball squad in
that night. The student ticket costs only $1.50. It
'-'"' . ,America. Nlel hopes that e,\'cr)'
isn't a great drain on the pocketbook.
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student will be there to help
I hope I will lee you there!
-t:--l', ,.. I
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Fendae Exhibition

Ruaera A'. IIMt

Tanclay Nl&'bl

New York at S o'dodt

at 1':,10

"MC PEAKE'S RAIDERS"
FACE BIG TEST
Soccer Team Ends
Season On Sour Note

Face C-Men

Tomorrow
TomOrTOW may prove to be
the last chance fOT anyone to
prevent Campion 2 from running away with the Intramural
Football League title. The spirited Sophs of Gonzaga 3, known
as McPeake's RaJders, must
halt Fr. Costello's Cmen, which
Is the only undefeated team in
the league.

rampkln 2'5 Bob Foh'Y lhrows as line holds out opponentll.

Frosh Face
Tough Slate
rim Roach boot
boro pme.

the ball toward th.. (001 In Queen!S-

I Long

Island.
Completing the roster are
"!be Stags' donnant team player was dribbling in towards
Doug Asper. S' 10" from Clifton
finally carne to life as It scored the goaJ, when Stag player
H. S., Louis Campbell. S' 10"
two quick goals in the first Tony
Palumbo was called
from Hillhousc H. S .• 'Thomas
period The first goal was scored for pushing and the referee
Keegan. 6' 4" from Fordham
by Co-captain Ben Hill who awarded the Queensboro team
Prep. Michael Maloney. S' 7"
made a fantastic shot from ~8 a penalty shot from six yards
from Brooklyn PreP. Willis
yards out while Art HaberbuSh OUL Goalie Jack Casey, who
Reinke 6' 4" fJUn Grand
eXJX'Ct
from
th<'m.
... ~. Ca t 00" c .....,nu·....
~- ._. an d
put the ball past the g ie played an excellent game. could
or the twelve members of the Rap•.....,.
not
stop
the
perfect
penalty
Th
S
6' f rom Col hun his left wing position, t
team. two stand out as major
o~s ~'eeney,
lhat was given to the QueensbaH S
increasing the Stags' Il:lad.
threats
to
the
opnnc:ltion
and
um.
.
.
boro team. The gun then
.........
Queensboro came back with a sounded and the SCOn:? ended wlllllgure heavily In the success
Coach Bob Jenkins pointed
of the team.
out that right now he Is still
goal in the second period when Queensboro 3. Fairfield 2.
Richard Sanabria, 6' 5" from working on fundamentals in
a shot, deftected Off the gqal
Mal\'erne H. S. in Long Island, the practice sessions and evenpost. was put into the net beaveraged 29 points and Z4 re. tually hopes that he can p~
fore the defense had a chance
boUnds a game and ml1$t be duce a fast team with plenty of
to set up again. At haiftime,
considered the key man on this shooting and heads up defense.
the score showed the Stags
year's team. Sanabria is the
The frosh play a nineteen
complete ball player with real game sehedule which will Inleading by a score of 2 to 1.
good moves and excellent scor- elude such opponents as Boston
The third period showed the
ing and rebounding ability.
College, St. John's University,
Stags mount a strong offense
J. C. D<!nnis, 6' 3" from Holy Cross and Providence.
but were unable to produce a
Woodrow Wilson H. S., Wash- Their first encounter is against
goal. Thus the third quarter
Ington, D. C., averaged 20.1 Quinnipiac on Dec. 4 at New
ended with the Stags stili holdpoints and 11 rebounds a game Haven Arena. where the varsity
ing a slim one goal lead.
and Is a real good hustler at will clash with St. Joseph's of
In the fourth quarter, Queenseither the guard or forward Philadelphia.
boro scored the first of their
positions. Dennis has n good
questionable goals as one of
variety of shots and although
their players, who app<:ared to
not exceptionally tall can get
be 20 yards olI sides and all
up as high as many much bigger men for those all.lmportant
alone, beat Stag goalie Jack
Casey for the score. The Stags
rebounds.
railled back in an attempt to
Rounding out the starting five
break the deadlock, but Wl:lre
i
arl:l Thomas Crowley, 6' 2" from
unable to coml:l up with the b i g '
St. Peter's Prep; Robert Pavia.
play when It was badly needed.
6'
from Notn:! Dame H. S.;
With about 2 minutes remaln- e£·,4 ,
and. eithl:lr John Langan, 6' 1"
ing in the game, a Queensboro D
JW
from Queen of Peace H. S., in
=:":::"'="':='::'':''':::=:::'::'''::'''-=:''':~~~'----::'''::'''---IArlington,
N. J., or John Zorskl,
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6' 5" from Chamlna& H. S. on
B)' Paul Hurhtfl

, f h
bask t
This year s res man
e ball team has been selC'Cted and
the Stag yearlings are now being conditioned and drilled as
well as finding out just what
Coach Bob Jenkjns Is going to

±

DEC ...."

n

HAW'''.

*..

The second place Raldml
have come back after an early
setback to put themselves in
contention fOT the crown. This
team Is led by thelr captain
and quarterback Kevin Graham
and their outstandinJ: end Nell
R1st (see Sports PenlonaUty)
who they drafter from the dayhop pool. 'nIelr puaing attack
relies on the speed of trackmen
Billy Murphy, Mike Moe>re. and
Kevin McKenna, wbo eomblne
to fonn an always danproua
threat for the "long bomb."
They also have a fine line led
by Hank Fiery and Vin Walsh.
Coach Paul Greeley leads the
spirited cheering on the sidelines.
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tbal tIwlllalden
aMed
btoeath-e of boWbIc dIat Ft.
MePeake wID ctve ta-. d6w
aDd cookW.e it u.ey ....

Campton 2 is beccmib&: a
in the JNcue. Their
rock·ribbed defeme baa allowed
sIx points In thelr seven pme&.
They have the ftneI;t liDe in the
league around which to bIilld
their attack. 1bey will p.at
their otrenslve machine in the
hands of either Paul Garstka
and Bob Foley, who have aJtl:lrn& ted throughout the season.
The main target for their pllUN
will be Pat Scu11y, who Is c0nsidered OM of the league's ftD.
est participants.
legend

Game T_n-ow
The game will take place ~
morrow on Field No.2 at 3:30.
If you can't find the fteld just
listen for the pre-game rally of
McPeake's Raiders.
. . .t Week'. G_ _
Gonzaga 3 moved Into second
place with an upset_~
over Regis 3 by an 8-0 seore.
Late In the Ant hall MIke
Moore sprinted behind the R,e.
gls defense and caUCht Ke-v1n
Graham's pass fOT a 4O-yard
"bomb." West lind came rlPt
back and scored again .. Vin
Walsh tagged Paul Terranova
In the end zcoe for a .ret)'.
Coatllroll8d _
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